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Even with the cast list (for those wondering, this is a classic "season openers" conceit of opening credits at the top
of the episode and having the remaining characters appear sequentially as the plot dictates), it’s so pleasant to

just hear the music and see the footage of the show without the hype. I’m also a huge fan of the intro music from
Harpers Island. It’s by one of the creators of the show, and I believe it’s called Harper. So if that’s not your thing,
then I’ll pass. As a main thing, this is hands down one of the most pleasing premieres I’ve seen. The plot “slicing”
(as the Huffington Post characterizes it) with the introduction of the characters was easy to follow, and if you’re a
fan of tropes, this is definitely one where the main character is a lawyer, a cop, a doctor, a doctor… and a priest.

Yep, it’s that tradition Harper’s Island, a drama series from Fox, focuses on the lives of a group of women who
take part in a reality TV show on a remote island in Australia. The first season was broadcast between 5 December
2019 and 6 January 2020 in the UK, US and Australia, and is now available on streaming services such as Hulu, 4K
Ultra HD and Amazon Prime Video, or as a DVD. Harper Island premieres its second season on Saturday, June 21st
on the A&E Network. The show follows the real-life love story of 3 people who are stranded on an island. Offered

as a prize to the person who can stay on the island for 90 days, but the trio must find their way back to civilization
in under 90 days. It stars Elizabeth Mitchell (Scrubs) and newcomer Lilliam Tager (Breakout Kings).
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Fox is a latecomer to the binge-watching party, but that doesnt mean theyre not cooking with Tabasco sauce.
Anyway, I have to admit that Harpers Islandis one of the most intriguing pilots Ive ever seen. Its a slow burn plot

with lots of twists and turns and it feels like everything is coming together at the right time. Until that point,
though, its mostly an emotional thriller that plays out like "House of Cards" on a remote island. Im eager to see

where the show goes from here, especially with creator Rick Alverson helming every single episode of the second
season. Theres definitely no shortage of grimy blood and gore on Harpers Island. The island seems like a pretty
bad place to die (unless youre an old, frail woman) and there are quite a few deaths. There are five episodes per

year, but I think the first season lasted six. It started out as a real mystery with tons of intrigue. Ultimately,
though, it focused too much on the mystery aspect, and it wasnt as suspenseful as it could have been. No one was

a suspect for long. This season takes it down a notch for me, focusing more on the characters and less on the
mystery. If youre a fan of drama and suspense, this isnt a bad show. If youre not quite sure, though, it might be
too much gore and gross-out humor for you. The Island season one contains 0 episodes and runs for 60 minutes

on DVD. Yes thats right folks, the second season of the hit series will have an All Clad copper plated steel case! Tis
a big deal for a complete series given that the show has already been dubbed into a whole bunch of languages.
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